
The Genesan Sunlight Summary



Plant Sourcing

Carbon Neutral
Initiatives

Ecological 
Certi�cations

A Sustainable Life Cycle

Human Health

Genesan is committed to o�ering the most e�ective and sustainable products 
possible. We pledge to bring to market only those products deemed superior in 

performance and in value, meet or surpass rigorous third-party environmental testing,
 and proven to pose no human health risks when in use. But we don't just limit our 

sustainability e�orts to the products that we sell: our commitment is integrated into 
every aspect of how we conduct our business and who we conduct business with. 



Plant Sourcing

Raw materials sourced locally by manufacturer

Bio-based ingredients include plants and microflora

Carbon testing performed to confirm bio-based content

Plant Sourcing

Possibility to create custom formulas 



Plant Sourcing: Why It Matters

From the very beginning of our products’  life-span, great care is taken to sustainably source
those materials. Our manufacturing partners, Pollet, take great responsibility for their carbon footprint
as well as the economical impact local sourcing supports. Local sourcing also reduces the amount of 

carbon used in the transport of the raw materials to the manufacturing plant. 

50% of raw material is sourced between 1 and 40 miles away from the manufacturing plant

100% of raw material is sourced in Europe with an average of 180 miles away from the manufacturer



Carbon Neutral 
Initiatives

Carbon Neutral with C02Logic
Manufacturer participates in C02Logic program:

Manufacturing and transport for the manufacturing plant is
certified as C02 neutral.

Genesan participates in C02Logic program:

Certified as offsetting carbon for transport from manufacturer 
to U.S. Distributors



Certified C02 Neutral to Harvard’s Doorstep
Genesan, Pollet and Casey EMI are proud to participate in a voluntary carbon offsetting program by 

C02Logic. The voluntary offsetting of our carbon footprint involves financing of C02 emission reduction
projects to make efficient wood-burning stoves in Nigeria which will reduce deforestation and 

personal health risks. These projects help to globally reduce our carbon footprint.

Thus, moving 1 ton from Pollet to Harvard emits 90kg 
or 198 lbs of CO² in the atmosphere (only 
transportation taken into account).

These 198lbs of CO² would be emitted by a truck only 
on US roads to transport 1 ton over 945 miles. This 
means that Harvard needs to find a manufacturer 
within a radius of 945 miles to be competitve with 
Genesan regarding carbon dioxide emissions.



Ecological 
Certi�cations

Ecological Certifications & Full Disclosure Reports

Rigorous third part testing for efficacy, green chemistry 
and bio-based content

**In Progress**



Reducing Human Health Risks

Human Health

One of the highest percentage of in-use unclassi�ed products in the industry

90% of in-use products with HMIS rating of 1 or less

100% of our disinfectants meet CA VOC regulations of 1% or less

New probiotic line of products coming soon

Majority of Genesan products meet PROP.65 requirements
 **Working towards full compliance
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